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We report the observation of the spin Peltier effect (SPE) in the ferrimagnetic insulator yttrium iron
garnet (YIG), i.e., a heat current generated by a spin current flowing through a platinum ðPtÞjYIG interface.
The effect can be explained by the spin transfer torque that transforms the spin current in the Pt into a
magnon current in the YIG. Via magnon-phonon interactions the magnetic fluctuations modulate the
phonon temperature that is detected by a thermopile close to the interface. By finite-element modeling we
verify the reciprocity between the spin Peltier and spin Seebeck effect. The observed strong coupling
between thermal magnons and phonons in YIG is attractive for nanoscale cooling techniques.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.113.027601
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The discovery of the spin Seebeck effect (SSE) in YIGjPt
bilayers [1] opened up a new research direction in the field
of spin caloritronics. Contrary to spin-dependent thermoelectric effects carried by the electron spin-up and spindown currents that are presumably dominant in metallic
ferromagnets [2,3], only magnons can drive the SSE in
magnetic insulators. In the SSE a temperature difference
between the magnons in the magnetic insulator and the
electrons in the metal contact leads to thermal pumping of a
spin current [4–6]. In a suitable metal such as Pt, this spin
current is transformed into an observable transverse voltage
by the inverse spin Hall effect [7]. Numerical simulations of
the phonon, magnon, and electron temperatures show good
agreement with experiments [8]. In this Letter we report the
observation of the spin Peltier effect (SPE), which is the
Onsager reciprocal [9] of the SSE.
The SPE is the generation of a magnon heat current in the
magnetic insulator by a spin current through the interface
with the metal contact. The latter can be generated by a
charge current in the Pt film that by the spin Hall effect
generates a transverse spin current normal to the interface.
The spin Peltier heat current generates a temperature
difference between magnons and phonons in the YIG that
when relaxing leads to a change in the lattice temperature.
We confirm this scenario experimentally by picking up
such temperature changes via proximity thermocouples.
According to our modeling the experimental results are
consistent with Onsager reciprocity between the SPE and
the SSE, which we measure separately (see Supplemental
Material [10], Sec. IV). Our results confirm recent indications for a strong magnon-phonon interaction in YIG at
room temperature [8,11,12].
A charge current through a Pt strip generates a transverse
spin current induced by the spin Hall effect that leads to a
0031-9007=14=113(2)=027601(5)

spin accumulation V s at the boundaries. At the interface to
YIG the spin current is absorbed as a spin transfer torque
proportional to the spin mixing conductance [13,14], as
depicted in Fig. 1(a). When the magnetic moment of the
spin accumulation (μs ) at the YIGjPt interface is parallel
(antiparallel) to the average magnetization direction, the
spin torque transfers magnetic momentum and energy
from the electrons in the Pt to the magnons in the YIG
(or vice versa). Magnons are thereby annihilated (excited)
[see Fig. 1(b)] leading to cooling (heating) of the magnetic
order parameter [see Fig. 1(c)]. Since thermal magnons
equilibrate with the lattice by magnon-phonon scattering,
the nonequilibrium magnons affect the lattice temperature
[see Fig. 1(b) and 1(c)] depending on the magnetization
direction.
In the SSE [4] the spin current density (Js ) pumped from
the YIG into the nonmagnetic metal is proportional to the
temperature difference between the magnons and electrons
at the interface (T m-e ¼ T m − T e ) and the interface spin
Seebeck coefficient LS , Js ¼ LS T m-e . In order to arrive
at a symmetric linear response matrix that reflects Onsager
symmetry, the sum of the products of currents and driving
forces should be proportional to the dissipation [15],
leading to (see Supplemental Material [10], Sec. I)

 


gS LS T
Js
V s =2
¼
:
(1)
LS T ϰ IS T
T m-e =T
Qm-e
Here we used the Onsager Kelvin relation ΠS ¼ SS T ¼
LS T=gS , where the spin Seebeck SS ¼ ðdV s =ð2dT m-e ÞÞJs ¼0
and spin Peltier ΠS ¼ ðdQm-e =dJs ÞT m-e ¼0 coefficients have
been defined. gS is the average spin conductance per unit
area when spin accumulation and magnetization are
collinear; i.e., the V s at the YIGjPt interface is either
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FIG. 1. (color online). Schematic figure of the spin Peltier effect at a PtjYIG interface. (a) A charge current through the Pt creates a
transverse spin current induced by the spin Hall effect that generates a spin accumulation V s at the boundaries. (b) When the spin magnetic
moment μs is antiparallel to M the spin torque transfers angular momentum and energy from the electrons in the Pt to the magnons in the
YIG thereby cooling the electrons and heating the magnons, effectively raising the magnon temperature T m with respect to the electron
temperature T e . (c) When μs is parallel to M the spin torque transfers angular momentum and energy from the magnons in the YIG to the
electrons in the Pt thereby cooling the magnons, effectively lowering T m with respect to T e .

parallel or antiparallel to the average YIG magnetization.
gS ≈ 0.16gr at room temperature [16], where gr is the real
part of the spin-mixing conductance per unit area. ϰ IS is the
magnetic contribution to the interface heat conductance per
unit area [8]. The SPE heat current density we set out to
discover is therefore
(2)

(a)

IPt injector= 3mA

0.48

The devices designed for observing the SPE are fabricated on top of a 200 nm thick single-crystal (111)
Y3 Fe5 O12 (YIG) film grown on a 500 μm thick (111)
Gd3 Ga5 O12 (GGG) substrate by liquid-phase epitaxy. Two
temperature sensors are fabricated in close proximity to the
YIGjPt interface. The optical microscope image in Fig. 2(b)
shows the 20 × 200 μm2 and 5 nm thick Pt injector film.
The thermopile sensors consist of five 40 nm thick
Pt-Constantan (Ni45 Cu55 ) thermocouples in series that
are very sensitive because of the large difference in the
Seebeck coefficient of these metals. In the thermopile on
the right of the Pt injector the PtjNi45 Cu55 order is reversed
for additional cross check measurements (see Supplemental
Material [10], Sec. II). The two thermopiles and the Pt
injector are connected to 5j100 nm thick titaniumjgold
contacts, providing good thermal anchoring and electrical
contact to bonding pads 30 μm away. All structures are
patterned by electron beam lithography. The Pt injector and
the Ni45 Cu55 are deposited by dc sputtering while electron
beam evaporation has been used to make the Au contacts
and Pt thermocouple components.
An ac current is sent through the Pt injector, from I þ to
−
I [Fig. 2(b)], to create V s . The voltage over the thermopile
(V þ and V − ) is simultaneously recorded. Using a standard
lock-in detection technique the first harmonic response
(V ∝ I) is extracted from the measured voltage. A low
excitation frequency of 17 Hz was used to ensure a thermal
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steady-state condition. All measurements are carried out at
room temperature.
In Fig. 2(a) the first harmonic voltage over the thermopile is shown as a function of an applied in-plane magnetic
field (B) for a root-mean-square current of 3 mA through
the Pt injector. A clear switch is observed just after the
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FIG. 2. (color online). (a) First harmonic voltage across the
thermopile as a function of applied magnetic field. The difference
between the voltage at positive and negative fields is the spin
Peltier signal. (b) Optical microscope picture of the device.
(c) The spin Peltier signal (ΔV spin Peltier ) as a function of the
charge current through the Pt injector.
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applied field becomes positive, in line with the magnetization reversal of YIG at very small coercive fields [17].
The signal switches back to its original value when
reversing the field with a small hysteresis. We measure a
SPE signal of 33 nV on top of a background voltage of
0.463 μV. We observe linear scaling of the SPE signal
for currents between 1 and 4 mA in the Pt (I Pt injector ) [see
Fig. 2(c)]. Results for four different samples (from two
different batches) match the signal presented here within
15%. The measurements were repeated with B rotated 90°.
No SPE signal was observed in this configuration while the
background remained the same (see Supplemental Material
[10], Sec. III), which confirms our interpretation.
In order to obtain quantitative information we carry out
three-dimensional finite element modeling of our devices
[18]. As discussed above, the SPE heat current (Qm-e ) flows
between the electron and magnon systems through the
YIGjPt interface. Qm-e is calculated using Eq. (2) and
 
t
V s ¼ θJ c η tanh
;
(3)
2λ
where θ is the spin Hall angle, t the Pt film thickness, Jc the
charge current density through the Pt injector, ρ the Pt
resistivity, λ the spin-flip diffusion length and η ¼ 2λρ½1 þ
gS ρλ coth ðt=λÞ−1 a backflow correction factor. The heat
charge current densities in Pt are modelled by a three
reservoir model of thermalized phonons, magnons, and
electrons at temperatures T ph , T m , and T e , respectively [8].
In linear response the charge (Jc ) and heat (Q) current
densities in the bulk of the materials are related to their
driving forces, i.e., gradients of (V, T ph , T m and T e ) as
~ x and
~ x ¼ κx ∇T
Q

~ 
σ
Jc
¼−
~e
σST
Q

 ~ 
∇V
;
~
κe
∇T e

σS

(4)

where x is ph or m, σ is the electrical conductivity, S the
Seebeck coefficient and κ ph , κ m and κ e are the phonon,
magnon and electron thermal conductivities, respectively.
The interaction between the magnon and phonon subsystems in YIG and between the phonon and electron
subsystems in Pt are taken into account by using thermal
relaxation lengths, λm−ph and λe−ph , respectively (see
Supplemental Material [10], Sec. IV),
∇2 T m-ph ¼

T m-ph
λ2m-ph
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and ∇2 T e-ph ¼

T e-ph
:
λ2e-ph

(5)

The phonon interface heat conductance (κ Iph ) and heat
exchange between magnons and electrons across the
interface (ϰ IS ) are treated as boundary conditions [8] (see
Supplemental Material [10], Sec. IV).
This model is evaluated for the material parameters listed
in Table I and gr ¼ 7 × 1014 Ω−1 m−2 [19], θ ¼ 0.11 [8],

TABLE I. Material parameters used in the model. Both σ and
S are measured in separate devices [20] except for σ of the Pt
injector, which is extracted from the SPE devices directly.
κph =κ e is adopted from Ref. [8] and the total κ ¼ κph þ κ e is
calculated using κ ¼ ðσ=σ bulk Þκ bulk .
σ
(S=m)
YIG

GGG

Au
2.7 × 107
Pt injector
3.5×106
Pt thermocouple 4.2×106
Ni45 Cu55
1 × 106

S

κph

κe

(μV=K) [W=ðm·KÞ] [W=ðm·KÞ]


1.7
−5
−5
−30

6
8
1
3
4
1



179
23
28
9

λ ¼ 1.5 nm [8] and LS ¼ 7.24 × 109 A=ðm2 KÞ [4,8]. The
magnon heat conductivity of YIG (κ m ) at room temperature is not well known so we used a κm of 10−2 and
10−3 W=ðmKÞ in order to cover the range of estimated
values [8,21]. For YIGjPt a κIph of 2.78 × 108 W=ðm2 KÞ)
obtained from the acoustic mismatch model was adopted
[8]. Since this model tends to overestimate the heat
conductance [22], we also used 2 × 108 W=ðm2 KÞ). In
Fig. 3(a) the results are shown as a function of λm-ph . The
semi transparent blue horizontal bar indicates the range of
measured SPE signals that are best fitted by a λm-ph of 0.1 to
0.2 nm for the ranges of κ m and κIph discussed above.
SSE samples were fabricated and simulated by the same
model and parameters used above (see Supplemental
Marerial [10], Sec. V). In Fig. 3(b) the results are plotted
and best fitted by λm-ph between 0.2 and 0.5 nm, which is
consistent with the values found for the SPE, as is indeed
required by Onsager reciprocity. This implies that our
model captures the essential physics of the interacting
electron, magnon, and phonon systems.
The observed SPE signal in Fig. 2(a) corresponds to a
phonon temperature difference of 0.25 mK at the thermopile, which according to the model is 39% of the phonon
temperature difference directly at the YIGjPt interface. By
engineering devices in which the phonon heat loss through
the substrate is minimized by thinner or etched YIG films
could therefore significantly enhance the measured signal.
Altering the Pt injector coupling to the heat sink or placing
the thermocouple on top of the Pt injector might also help.
The λm-ph found here is smaller than the one adopted by
Ref. [8] (≈6 nm) by roughly an order of magnitude.
Actually, the simulations from Schreier et al. might agree
better with their measurements for smaller values as well.
λm-ph extracted from Fig. 3 is quite sensitive to small
variations in the modeling, which implies a large uncertainty. Nevertheless even when accepting a large error bar
from 0.1 to 6 nm for λm−ph we may conclude that thermal
magnons and phonons interact strongly [11]. The relaxation length for thermal magnons with much higher energy
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FIG. 3. (color online). The modeled SPE (a) and SSE (b) signal versus λm-ph for two different values of κ m [W=ðmKÞ] and two
different values of κIph [W=ðm2 KÞ]. The semitransparent blue bar indicates the range of measured SPE and SSE effect signals.

and wave number than magnetostatic spin waves, is
basically unknown. Therefore there is no evidence that
the magnon-phonon interaction high up in the very complex magnon bands in YIG cannot be strong. It is also
possible that most heat-spin-charge coupling takes place in
the (dirty) interface region of the YIGjPt interfaces [23].
In that case the parameters are dominated by the interface
and do not reflect the bulk behavior.
The background signal in the SPE data is a factor 20
higher than we would expect from conventional charge
Peltier heating and cooling at the AujPt injector interfaces.
Reference measurements on the second thermopile on the
other side of the Pt injector exclude charge current leakage
to the thermopile (see Supplemental Material [10], Sec. II).
For an identical configuration, V þ on the same side as I þ ,
we find an opposite sign of the measured voltage, as expected
for a thermal signal since the PtjNi45 Cu55 thermopile
sequence is inverted. A current leak would not change sign
and can therefore be excluded. The background in the second
harmonic voltage is likely to be caused by the thermovoltage
across the thermopile due to Joule heating in the Pt injector,
since its value agrees within 17% with the modeled one.
Additional measurements of frequency dependent properties
(see Supplemental Material [10], Sec. VI) rule out pick-ups
due to capacitive or inductive couplings.
The sign of the observed SPE and SSE signals is
consistent with reciprocity. Moreover the voltage measured
across the Pt detector in a RF spin pumping measurement
matches the sign of the SSE voltage for the same geometry
when heating the YIG relative to the Pt [24,25].
The absolute sign of these effects has recently been
determined [26].
Alternative SSE theories have been proposed by
Hoffman et al. [6] and Rezende et al. [27] that do not
explicitly model the phonon system and interface heat
resistance. A comparison of our results with these theories

would be interesting, but is beyond the scope of this
current paper.
In conclusion, we report experimental proof that a spin
accumulation at a PtjYIG interface induces heat exchange
between electrons and magnons on both sides. In order to
knit the theory of interface transport to the observables in
our experiments it is necessary to use thermal modeling.
We demonstrate that for a suitable set of parameters the
model can describe both SPE and SSE, but only in the
presence of a strong interaction between thermal magnons
and phonons in YIG. This is consistent with the results
by Agrawal et al. [11] who did not detect a temperature
difference between magnons and phonons. However, due to
their limited spectral and spatial resolution they could only
determine a not very restrictive upper bound of 0.47 mm for
λm-ph . We hope that our results can contribute to a better
understanding of coupling between thermomagnetic and
thermoelectric properties. Our proof of principle opens new
strategies for nanoscale cooling applications.
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